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ABSTRACT 

 

Sentiment analysis of review is most popular task in text classification. Online or Offline user opinion about the 

product is great platform to collecting the large volume of data for sentiment analysis.so the overall user 

reviews about product are  the task for sentimental analysis .it can  categories into two parts positive and 

negative. We can train the data model and find the sentiment hidden in the review .provide the review either 

positive or negative by analyzing the performance with respective parameter accuracy, precision, recall and f-

measure calculating for each of the algorithm for comparison. Text classification by using machine learning 

technique several models Perceptron, Naïve Bayes and Logistic regression used to compare the model. Among 

the different classification algorithm using logistic regression method accuracy level improved .Sentiment 

analysis is performs by using two different text feature selection method and three classification method . 

Problem statement here is analyzing the sentiment analysis over large dataset. 

Keywords : Text Preprocessing, Text Classification, Sentiment Analysis 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Opinion analysis is natural language processing task 

which important to analyze the sentiment and 

feeling about the product. Base on polarity 

classification in sentence .classification of text or 

sentence consist of three type 

positive ,negative ,neutral to develop the model 

consist of three main approach lexicon based ,rule 

based approach method ,machine learning algorithm . 

 

Dataset Analysis 

The Food Reviews of user is huge dataset which 

comprises of around 568454 surveys reviver 

sustenance items composed by commentators in the 

vicinity of 1999 and 2012. Each survey has the 

accompanying 10 parameter Id, Product Id, User Id, 

Profile Name, Helpfulness Numerator, Helpfulness 

Denominator, Score,Time Summary ,Text .So among 

the parameter contain  score and text are the ones 

having some more prescient esteem. Likewise 

‘content’ is somewhat excess as synopsis is adequate 

to extricate the conclusion covered up in the audit. 

Score has an incentive in the vicinity of 1 to 5. So 

with the end goal of the all audits having score 3 are 

neutral review, below 3 score as negative review and 

above 3 are positive review. For the given dataset 

there is large number of positive 

  

Review 77% and negative review 23 % in given 

dataset. This is imperative snippet of data as it of now 
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empowers one to choose that a stratified technique should be utilized for part information for assessment. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. stepwise procedure for sentimental analysis 

 

II. PREPROCESSING  

 

In Pre-processing technique is more important step 

for text classification. We can’t put sequence of 

symbols into these algorithms as it should have 

numerical values and not sequence of symbols with 

variable length .So there are various ways by which 

we can get numerical values from this sequence of 

symbols.  

 

Stop word: the  Stop word  are common word which 

present in review so to remove the stop word because 

they don’t be make any sense in predication . 

 

Tokenizing: In these we mainly use integer token id 

for each string. 

Counting:  In this we mainly count number of tokens 

Normalizing: In this we assign weight to the token 

that occur frequently. 

 

The process of tokenization, counting and 

normalization called as bags of words 

 

The process of converting the text document into 

numerical value called as a vectorization. 

 

For comparison on text processing methods on 

sentiment analysis [1-2] which analysis. For the given 

dataset is basically a significant huge numbers to run 

large calculation. In this way it ends up noticeably 

vital to by one means or another decrease the extent 

of the list of capabilities. There are various ways this 

should be possible. The principal issue that should be 

handled is that a large portion of the characterization 

calculations expect contributions to the type of 

highlight vectors having numerical esteems and 

having settled size rather than crude content reports 

(surveys for this situation) which different length. 

which is  handled  utilizing BagsofWords procedure.  

 

III. FEATURE SELECTION AND REDUCTION  

 

Feature selection method performs the key role for 

sentiment analysis .for classification algorithms 

performance base on the feature selection method.so 

selecting the appropriate feature is most important 

task. For feature selection and reduction task we used 

two methods most frequent feature and principal 

component analysis (PCA) used to reducing the size 

of feature set. After the preprocessing stage we can 

find the unique word present in the data then we can 

perform the training and testing. The frequency of 

each token is treated as the token. The vectors of all 

the frequencies are taken as the sample. This is the 

most important  preprocessing venture for feeling 

order. Arrangement calculations are keeping running 

on subset of the highlights, so choosing the correct 

highlights winds up noticeably critical. 

 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA is used for reducing the feature size .PCA 

statical technique which uses the orthogonal 

transformation to convert them into correlated 

variable into the linearly uncorrelated variable .the  

an arrangement  factors to reducing the dimension of 

n-dimension to some small dimensions. By takin the 
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case in which focuses are disseminated into 2-

dimsnssion space containing greatest change as per  

x_pivot. Which is  fitting the focuses on 1 -dimension  

on pressing every which focuses on the x  The x hub 

is the main primary part and the information had 

greatest fluctuation occurred on it. Some comparative 

should be possible for highest measurements as well. 

With the end goal of the task, the list of capabilities is 

diminished to 200 segments utilizing Truncated 

Singular value decomposition (SVD) which contain  a 

variants of principal component analysis they 

performs on the sparse matrices. 

  

Most Frequently Words  

Second approach for reducing the number of features 

most frequently word occurring use as subset in our 

available dataset.  Here lessen the quantity of 

highlights which utilize subset of repeating words 

happening in data in the list of capabilities.  

 

Discover the recurrence of all words in the 

preparation information and select the most well-

known 5k words list feature set. In rationale for the 

approach is that all reviver use some common basic 

words that characterize the assessment of the  

surveys dataset these must happen as often as possible. 

5k words are still a considerable amount of highlights 

yet it diminishes the list of capabilities to around 

1/fifth of as per given so that it  is beneficial . The 

recurrence circulation for the dataset looks 

something like underneath. 

 

The most important 5000 words are vectorized 

utilizing Tf-idf transformer. Utilizing a similar 

transformer, the prepare and the test information are 

likewise vectorized . This basically implies just those 

expressions of the preparation and testing 

information, which are among the most regular 5000 

words, will have numerical incentive in the created 

frameworks. These grids are then utilized for 

preparing and assessing the models.  

 

There is critical change in every one of the models. 

Following is an outcome outline.  

 

One vital thing to note about Perceptron is that it just 

joins when information is directly divisible. Since the 

quantities of highlights are so expansive one can't tell 

if Perceptron will focalize on this dataset. In this way 

confining the greatest emphases for it is essential. 

Following is an examination of review for negative 

examples.  

 

In conclusion the models are prepared without doing 

any element diminishment/determination step. 

Choice Tree Classifier runs pretty wastefully for 

datasets having extensive number of highlights, so 

preparing the Decision Tree Classifier is maintained a 

strategic distance from.  

 

Since the whole list of capabilities is being utilized, 

the arrangement of words (relative request) can be 

used to do a superior expectation. For instance : a few 

words when utilized together have an alternate 

importance contrasted with their significance when 

considered alone like "not great" or "not terrible".  

 

The models are prepared for 3 techniques called 

Unigram, Bigram and Trigram it is perceptible that 

words, for instance, magnificent, incredible, best, 

love, tasty et cetera happen most a significant part of 

the time in the dataset and these are the words that 

conventionally have most noteworthy insightful 

motivating force for suspicion examination. This 

similarly exhibits the dataset isn't deteriorate or 

unimportant to the issue explanation. 

 

IV. CLASSIFICATION METHODS 

 

There are three different methods used for training 

set and testing set. Here the dataset contain large 

number of training set .This methods are prepared for 

preparation set and assessed related to the test set. 
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The  quantity of tests in the preparation set is colossal 

obviously it won't be conceivable to run some 

wasteful grouping calculations like The 3 classifiers 

utilized are  Naïve Bayes Classifier, Logistic 

Regression, and Perceptron  

 

The models are prepared on the info grid produced 

previously. Test information is additionally changed 

in a comparative mold to get a test network. 

Following are the outcomes:  

 

Note that in spite of the fact that the precision of 

Perceptron and Bernoulli does not look that awful 

but rather in the event that one considers that the 

dataset is skewed and contains 78% positive surveys, 

anticipating the larger part class will dependably give 

no less than 78% exactness. So contrasted with that 

perceptron and BernoulliNB doesn't work that well 

for this situation 

 

To skewed information recall is those best measure to 

execution of a model. The execution about constantly 

on three models will be compared beneath.  

 

Similarly as guaranteed prior Perceptron What's 

more Naïve bayes are foreseeing sure to Just about 

every last one of elements, Consequently the review 

Furthermore precision values would pretty low to 

negative tests precision/recall. 

 

Naïve Bayes Method  

Naïve Bayes is probabilistic classifier method used 

when size of training set has small. This method 

based on mathematical bayes theorem .there are two 

class naïve bayes variants for text .multinomial naïve 

bayes and benerolli naïve bayes . multinomial naïve 

bayes method data follows a multinomial distribution 

and each feature value is count . benerolli naïve bayes 

data follows a multivariate distribution and each 

feature is binary . 

 

The conditional probability of event X occurs given 

the evidence Y is determined by Bayes rule by the  

       
       

 
  

     
 

Finding sentiment of review by using an naïve bayes 

as follows  

P(Sentiment/Sentence) = 

P(Sentiment)P(Sentence/Sentiment)/P(Sentence) 

P(sentence/sentiment) is calculated as the product of 

P (token /sentiment) ,by using  formula. 

Count(Thistokeninclass)+1/Count(Alltokensinclass)+

Count(Alltokens)  

 

Here 1  and count of all tokens is called tokens 

Laplace smoothing or additive smoothing which used 

for to smooth the categorical data. 

 

Logistic regression  

Second algorithm for classification called 

multinomial logistic regression, sometimes referred to 

within language processing as maximum MaxEnt 

entropy modeling, MaxEnt for short. Logistic 

regression belongs to the family of classifiers known 

as the exponential or log-linear classifiers. Like naive 

Bayes, it log-linear classifier works by extracting 

some set of weighted features from the input, taking 

logs, and combining them linearly (meaning that 

each feature is multiplied by a weight and then added 

up). Technically, logistic regression refers to a 

classifier that classifies an observation into one of two 

classes, and multinomial logistic regression is used 

when classifying into more than two classes, 

although informally and in this chapter we 

sometimes use the shorthand logistic regression even 

when we are talking about multiple classes. The most 

important difference between naive Bayes and 

logistic regression is that logistic regression is a 

discriminative classifier while naive Bayes is a 

generative classifier. To see what this means, recall 

that the job of a probabilistic classifier is to choose 

which output label y to assign an input x, choosing 
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the y that maximizes P(y|x). In the naive Bayes 

classifier, we used Bayes rule to estimate this best y 

indirectly from the likelihood P(x|y) (and the prior 

P(y). 

Y* = argmaxP(Y/X)= argmaxP(X/Y)P(Y) 

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVOLUTION 

 

Performance evaluation used for checking the  

Classification result as Precision ,recall and F-

measure.  

True positive ( TP)is correctly predicted positive 

values which mean that value of actual class is yes 

and predicated class is also yes. 

True Negative (TN) is correctly predicted negative 

values which means that the actual class is no and 

value of predicated also no.  

False Positive (FP) is actual class is no and predicated 

class is no. 

False Negative (FN) is actual class is yes and 

predicated class is no. 

 

Precision is the number of true positive review out of 

total number positively assigned review  

 

          
  

     
 

 

Recall is the number of true positive out of the actual 

positive review and it is given by   

       
  

     
 

F-measure used to calculated   weighted method of 

precision and recall and it is calculated by  

          
                   

                  
 

 

Accuracy is most important performance measure it 

is measure it is ratio of predicated observation to the 

total number of observations. We have high accuracy 

indicating our model is best. 

         
        

              
 

Unigram  

Unigram is the ordinary case, when each word is 

considered as a different element. The whole list of 

capabilities is vectorized and the model is prepared 

on the produced report . 

 

Table 1 

Unigram 
precision 

 
recall 

 
f1-score 

 

Negative 0.73 0.61 0.63 

Positive 0.90 0.92 0.91 

Average / total 0.86 0.86 0.86 

 

Of course correctness’s got are superior to subsequent to applying highlight diminishment or determination yet 

the quantity of calculations done is likewise way higher. Following are the correctness’s:  

 

Every one of the classifiers perform entirely with great exactness in review esteems for negative examples. 

Following demonstrates a visual correlation of review for negative examples:  

Table 2 

UnigramBernoulliNB precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.73 0.67 0.70 

Positive 0.91 0.93 0.92 

Average / total 0.87 0.87 0.87 
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Table 3 

Unigram Logistic precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.80 0.69 0.74 

Positive 0.92 0.95 0.93 

Average / total 0.89 0.89 0.89 

 

Table 4 

Unigram Perceptron precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.70 0.64 0.67 

Positive 0.90 0.92 0.91 

Average / total 0.86 0.86 0.86 

 

Bigram  

Succession in contiguous strings considered 

highlights separated with Unigrams. Words with "not 

great", "not awful", "truly terrible" and so on will 

likewise have a prescient esteem which wasn't there 

when utilizing Unigrams. The whole list of 

capabilities splited into vectors and modelled is 

prepared with created lattice.  

 

The correctness’s enhanced much more. Its 

calculations ran utilized run with scanty information 

giving arrangement in information which created 

during splitting into vectors. Below outcomes:  

 

There is a change on the review of negative 

occurrences which may increases  that numerous 

commentators would have utilized two word phrases 

like "not great" or "not awesome" to infer a negative 

survey. Following is the visual portrayal of the 

negative examples precision: 

 

Table 5 

BigramBernoulliNB precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.79 0.67 0.72 

Positive 0.91 0.95 0.93 

Average / total 0.88 0.89 0.88 

 

Table 6 

Bigram Logistic precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.86 0.80 0.83 

Positive 0.95 0.96 0.95 

Average / total 0.93 0.93 0.93 

 

Table 7 

Bigram Perceptron precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.78 0.78 0.78 

Positive 0.94 0.94 0.94 

Average / total 0.90 0.90 0.90 
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Trigram  

 

For successions in three neighboring characters are 

taken at different component separated against 

Bigrams and Trigrams.  

 

This whole list of capabilities split into vectors and 

modelling is prepared in produced grid.  

 

Trigrams give the best outcomes.  

Calculated failure provides exactness with 93.4 % and 

perceptron precision is larger. Its accuracy esteems 

with specimens is larger with at any other time.  

Since calculated relapse performs best in every one of 

the three cases, how about we do somewhat more 

examination with the assistance  from disarray 

framework. A disarray network puts the correct 

marks compared with anticipated names. This  

pictures decent approach in telling the arrangement 

account.  

 

From the main framework it is obvious that countless 

were anticipated to be sure and their real mark was 

additionally positive. Through not very many 

negative examples which were anticipated negative 

were likewise really negative. Yet, this lattice isn't 

demonstrative of the execution on the grounds that 

in testing information the negative examples were 

less, so it is relied upon to see the anticipated name 

versus genuine name some portion in grid of names 

for softly shaded. For envisioning execution, smart 

thing is taking a gander in standardized perplexity 

grid. This standardized disarray framework speaks to 

the proportion of anticipated names and genuine 

names. Presently one can see that calculated relapse 

anticipated negative specimens precisely as well. 

 

Table 8 

Trigram BernoulliNB precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.81 0.53 0.63 

Positive 0.88 0.97 0.92 

Average / total 0.87 0.87 0.86 

 

Table 9 

Trigram Logistic precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.87 0.82 0.84 

Positive 0.95 0.96 0.96 

Average / total 0.93 0.93 0.93 

 

Table 10 

Trigram Perceptron precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.83 0.80 0.81 

Positive 0.94 0.95 0.95 

Average / total 0.92 0.92 0.92 
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Performance analysis of unigram ,bigram and trigram with help of chart shown in graph   

 

 
 

Ghrap 1 

 

K-fold Cross Validation 

K-fold Cross Validation is technique which improve 

over the holdout method. dataset containing user 

review are divided into the k subsets and holdout 

method is repeated the k times . every time A 

standout amongst those k subsets is utilized 

Concerning illustration the test set and the other k-1 

subsets are assemble to structure a preparing set. 

Then those Normal slip crosswise over all k trials may 

be registered. The preference from claiming this 

technique is that it matters how the information gets 

isolated. Each information point gets to make On An 

test set precisely once, and gets with be On An 

preparation set k-1 times. The difference of the 

coming about assess will be diminished Similarly as k 

will be expanded. Those disservice for this strategy 

may be that the preparation algorithm need to a 

chance to be rerun from scratch k times, which 

intends it takes k times as significantly calculation 

will settle on an assessment. A variant for this 

technique is should haphazardly gap the information 

under a test What's more preparing set k different 

times. Those playing point for finishing this is that 

you might freely pick how vast each test set is what's 

more entryway large portions trials you Normal again. 

 

VI. FUTURE WORK  

 

It is clear that with the end goal of supposition 

grouping, include diminishment and determination is 

critical. Aside from the techniques talked about in 

this paper there are different ways which can be 

investigated to choose includes all the more keenly.  

One can use POS labeling component to label words 

in the preparation information and concentrate the 

imperative words in light of the labels. For 

conclusion order modifiers are the basic labels. One 

must deal with different labels too which may have 

some prescient esteem.  

 

Other propelled systems, for example, utilizing 

Word2Vec can likewise be used. Utilizing this would 

discover comparable data values and basically 

discover connection in names. It has different courses 

that will utilize Word toVector to enhance the 

modelling.  

VII. CONCLUSION  

 

 One might say that bag of-words is an entirely 

proficient technique on the off chance that could 

bargain a with little exactness. Likewise for datasets 

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
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of  huge size it is cautious to utilize calculations that 

keep running in direct instance Classification analysis  

for BernoulliNB, Logistic, Perceptron technique 

 

 

Table 11 

Bernoulli NB precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.73 0.68 0.70 

Positive 0.91 0.93 0.92 

Average / total 0.87 0.87 0.87 

 

Table 12 

Logistic precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.80 0.69 0.74 

Positive 0.92 0.95 0.93 

Average / total 0.89 0.89 0.89 

 

Table 13 

Perceptron precision recall f1-score 

Negative 0.70 0.64 0.67 

Positive 0.90 0.92 0.91 

Average / total 0.86 0.86 0.86 

 

 
Ghrap 2 
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